Hillel holds Dance Festival

The Naomi Aleh-Leaf Festival Dance Company performs a dance symbolizing the joy of the bride and her friends over her impending wedding. Sponsored by MIT Hillel, this program was part of a Jewish Dance Festival held at Kresge Little Theater.

The Romance of Mu Kuh Fort

The romance of Mu Kuh Fort is based on the famous saga of the Yuan generals, and takes place in the eleventh century when China was fighting against the neighboring kingdom of Liao. The show to be produced will then be chosen by Prof. Gurney on the basis of these scenarios and discussions with the authors. Dancing composers might also make plans for the Fall at which time they may meet with the author to discuss his show. The other positions in need of talented people are director, stage manager and crew, costumes and set crew, orchestra and publicity men, as well as the actors themselves.

Sometime in the near future a meeting will be held to enable all interested students to meet with last year’s staff to discuss the possibilities for the ’66 show and the production of a musical comedy in general.

Notice

Fittings Taken Now For Walker Assembly Ball

Complete Outfits

$7.50

RENT-A-TUX

Capital Formal Shop

163 Harvard Ave.
Arlington, Mass.
Near Commonwealth Ave.
254-2770